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Introduction
Consider an electron or positron of very high energy E traversing a strong Some of these beamstrahlung photons convert to e + e , pairs as they continue moving through the collective eld, which serves as the external eld with corresponding parameter as discussed above. The pair production may occur 1 through a real beamstrahlung photon we shall refer to this as the cascade process, or the intermediate photon may be virtual, in which case the pair production is said to occur by the trident process. While pair production through a real photon has been well-studied, the virtual photon process has not been as thoroughly pursued. One motivation of this paper is to investigate further the impact of the trident process on the design of very high energy linear colliders having center of mass energy of several TeV or more. Such collider designs, for example those using laser acceleration, typically need very short bunch lengths and thus tend to be in the strong quantum beamstrahlung regime 1. Pair production via the cascade process was rst treated by Klepikov 1 and by Nikoshov and Ritus 2 . The rst correct treatment of the trident process was given by Ritus 3 . Useful approximate formulas for the total pair production probability via the trident process were given by Baier, Katkov, and Strakhovenko BKS 4 In this paper we derive explicit expressions for the energy spectrum of pairs produced via the trident process at high .
We follow the quasi-classical approach of BKS, whereby the very high energy electron can be regarded as following a classical trajectory through the magnetic eld. The quantum nature of the photon emission and the corresponding recoil of the electron are, however, taken into account. Under such assumptions, BKS derive the following expression for the total pair production probability per unit time via a virtual intermediate photon: Changing variables of integration from u; to x; y, we can write the total probability per unit time for producing pairs at any energy between 0 and E as follows: The last equality follows from the symmetry properties of the integrand when x and y , x are interchanged. The total probability W tot as a function of is shown in Figure 1 , for E m c 2 = 2 : 5 T eV. The gure may be scaled to arbitrary since the vertical scale is simply proportional to 1= . Using the preceding equation for dW=dx, the mean value of x as a function of may also be computed, as is shown in Figure 3. 
Total Numb e r o f P airs in Very High Energy Linear Colliders
As a check on our results before going on to consider the spectrum, we apply our formulas for the total pair production probability to a linear collider in which the external eld is that created by the oncoming bunch, and both bunches have rms length z . Speci cally, we compare results obtained from our formulas with those obtained using the following approximate formula for the number of pairs per particle produced via the cascade process. Here e = h =mc is the Compton wavelength of the electron. The total number of coherent pairs produced is then n p = n casc + n tri , or, if one uses instead the BKS approximation, one has n appx p = n casc + n BKS tri .
Xie, et.al. 6 give representative parameters for very high energy linear collider designs utilizing laser driven acceleration. These designs have E cm = 5 T eV and from about 100 or so, to several thousand. The further assumption of round beams is also made. Table 1 gives results for the number of pairs per particle calculated for these three designs. The values of n appx p shown in this table di er from the values given in Xie, et.al. for the number of pairs produced, because we believe that the result 5 obtained by converting the BKS formula for W BKS tot to a formula for n BKS tri contains an error of a factor of two making n tri too low 7 , and this formula was used by Xie, et.al.
On the other hand, our values for the trident pair production W tot and thus n tri are lower than those obtained from the BKS approximation W BKS tot and thus n BKS tri . As one goes to higher , the agreement b e t w een our formulas and the BKS approximation improves, but even for a hypothetical ultra-high energy linear collider design with = 30000 case UHE shown in Table 1 , for which we do not attempt to give any parameters other than to assume might be roughly an order of magnitude larger for a design with E cm an order of magnitude larger, there would be a discrepancy of about 25. Note that our results for n tri in the table were calculated using only the dominant term in I . The correction due to the other two signi cant terms increases W tot and thus n tri , which fortuitously, it seems brings the result into closer agreement with the result obtained using the approximate result in Eqn 11. In this section we use the results we have derived for the pair spectrum to examine the maximum de ection angles of pairs produced via the trident process. As examples we again use the three representative linear collider designs of Xie, et.al., discussed in the preceding section.
The maximum de ection angle for the particle of a pair that is of the same sign as the particles in the oncoming beam and thus tends to be de ected the most is given by 5 where r e e 2 =mc 2 is the classical electron radius. Figure 4 shows dW=dx integrated from 0 to x and divided by the total integrated probability W tot , that is, it gives as a function of x the fraction of pairs produced with fractional energy less than or equal to x. In Table 2 we   8 show additional parameters and results for the de ection angle for the three designs. As a conservative v alue for the cuto of each spectrum we take i t t o be where Wx=W tot = 1 0 , 12 , so that for a bunch with 10 8 particles or so there is less than one trident pair per thousand bunch crossings with x less than x cutoff . We see that even for this conservative v alue of x cutoff , w e h a v e max well under a radian. 
